The Material World
with Quentin Cooper

Quentin Cooper : Hello,today the agony and the isostasy.What's isostasy? Well it's the
equilibrium that's supposed to exist in the Earth's crust so that after say coastal erosion or
deposition you don't end up gaining or losing land.
Yesterday was the first meeting for the scientists collaborating in a new vulnerability
assessment for the UK coastline and later we'll look at why isostasy is now high on their
agenda even though the idea goes right back to Archimedes principle,which I shall read,a
body wholly or partly immersed in a fluid experiences a buoyancy fork....or is it forge?
Buoyancy forge? That doesn't make sense.Is that an "r" or a "c"? The next bit I can't read at
all. Fortunately,in this case we do know how the rest of Archimedes principle
goes,it's"experiences a buoyancy force equal to the weight of the displaced fluid",but there
are hundreds of parchments, manuscripts and tablets,not only by Archimedes, but by
Aristotle,Virgil,Euclid,Seneca,Jeffrey Archer and many others,where the wisdom of the
ancients has been lost to the ravages of time. Or perhaps not lost,just mislaid.A combination
of bright lights and black domes is now making it possible to read documents long deemed
illegible.
I'm joined from America by two of these pioneering word archaeologists, Tom Malsbender
from the visual computing department of Hewlett Packard in Palo Alto who uses virtual
metals and light from impossible angles to decipher documents,and Dr Doug Shabrias from
the Institute for the Preservation of Ancient Religious Texts at Brigham Young University,Salt
Lake City in Utah,where they've been analysing works from a huge library belonging to Julius
Caesar's father-in-law,that was buried when Vesuvias obliterated Pompeian Herculaneum in
79 AD.Tom Malsbender,did you come to this from an archeological background or a
computing one?

Tom Malsbender : Well...good morning...

Quentin Cooper : Good afternoon here,but morning to you.

Tom Malsbender : I actually came to this from a high tech computer background. I guess
what started all this was, I saw a lecture by Dr Bruce Zuckermann,who is a religious studies
scholar at USC and it became pretty obvious that a computer imaging method that we had
developed at Hewlett Packard laboratories was quite appropriate to what he was studying.

Quentin Cooper : How was it appropriate?

Tom Malsbender : Well it it turns out he was studying cuneiform tablets and much of the
writing on that has been partially eroded, so what we are able to do is photograph the tablet
in a unique way,and one thing we can do is vary the lighting direction on the tablet and this
helps out quite a bit relative to a single image of the tablet.So you can just extract quite a bit
more information from...if you can interactively change the lighting direction,so that's one
method that we developed.

Quentin Cooper : So you're sort of effectively giving it the most perfect light conditions to see
anything that might be on there?

Tom Malsbender : That's right and the writing is such that there are multiple pieces of writing
really on there,there's the writing itself which is wedge writing which is put down,and then
there's something called a cylinder seal that goes on top of that.You can think of a cylinder
seal as basically a rolling pin with a pattern on it,and the idea with this rolling pin is that it
basically protects the writing underneath from being altered. If you try to alter the
underneath...the underlying writing it will show up in the cylinder seal pattern as well so it's
very difficult to do that.

Quentin Cooper :  So Doug Shabrias,what's...how does your approach differ in terms of
illuminating ancient texts?

Doug Shabrias : Well we take a little different approach in that we try to block out the visible
light regions and extend our viewing into the infra red region and we use very narrow filters
and we examine this under some medium intensity lights,which we've found to be
important,and all of a sudden we find that inks emerge as black and the background emerges
as a very light colour and we're able to restore the contrast almost to its original splendour.

Quentin Cooper :  So some of these pigments might be completely invisible to the naked eye
might they?

Doug Shabrias : Many, many of them are. In some cases you're able to hold the fragments of
scrolls up to the light,and tilt them,and the papyrus will have  a sheen to it and the ink is a
little dull,and so you'll have to look for dull reflections to get the ink.But with this imaging
technology we're able to read that just as you would read any other document.So it removes
the difficulty in trying to decipher these scrolls.

Quentin Cooper :  Is this imaging technology something you've devised,or have you adapted
it from another area?

Doug Shabrias : Well we became intrigued by NASA's work when they were trying to do
developmental analysis of the planets and they were doing that of course from space
distances,and we also heard of an application that NASA had done in the Dead Sea Scrolls
where they were trying to find some difficult to read text,and we simply extended this now to
burned papyri,papyri both at Petra,which is a later collection from about the 6th century,and
also to the Herculaneum collection.

Quentin Cooper : When you say "burned",I mean what sort of state are these papyri in?

Doug Shabrias : The papyri were originally destroyed in the eruption of Vesuvias and so
there was a large rain storm that occurred just before the eruption that was followed by some
mud that came down,volcanic mud that covered the villa,finally then there was layer of lava
that came in,and the ultimate insult I guess was the ash from Vesuvias sealing this entire
Dobie Oven if you will,and they became just baked and carbonised.So they're all
black,they're like black charcoal briquettes.

Quentin Cooper : So quite a lot of work to even recognise them as papyri to start with,before
you even try to read what's on them!?

Doug Shabrias : Well some of the early discoverers thought that they were  other than papyri
and used them for cooking and burned several of the scrolls before they realised there was
any kind of inscription on them,and so since then it's been nearly 200 years they've been
working to unroll these scrolls,and it's only been just  in the last years that we've been able to
really read them clearly and discern exactly what's there.

Quentin Cooper : So is it possible that some previously unknown work by Aristotle was used
to heat up a tin of baked beans then or something like this!?

Doug Shabrias : Possibly,possibly!!

Quentin Cooper : How d'you know that.....?

Doug Shabrias : We'll never know.

Quentin Cooper : How d'you know then that who these are by,before you've got to the stage
of decoding them,or is it a mystery as you actually unravel them?

Doug Shabrias : It's a mystery as you unravel them. You have to look at each one and as you
would on any scroll to find who the author was and find their text,the subject matter. Oft
times these are written by Philodemus who using the library studying the works of others,and
his writing on his impressions and interpretations,and so we'll look at those clues to
determine exactly what we have. But it's a glimpse into the period from 300BC to 79 AD a
very interesting period.

Quentin Cooper : And any idea what you've got,how many you've got and who the big names
are in there?

Doug Shabrias :  They're still uncovering those.So far the majority of the works are from
Philodemus and we have others that are from different authors,we have some in Latin,but
the primary portion is in Greek,and about 90% of the ones that are still intact,we can read 90-
95%, so if there is ink there and if they're still able to be mounted,we can read those.

Quentin Cooper :  So Tom,both of you are using light but whereas Doug is using different
wavelengths,if I've got this right,you're using more about different angles?

Tom Malsbender :Yes,that's correct. I think the methods are fairly complementary,we're both
using light to enhance surface detail. One thing that's interesting is that the artefacts that
work well for Doug's method,really don't work very well for our method,and vice versa.Ours is
an image based relighting method,what we can do is interactively control the lighting
direction on the object,but more importantly recently we've discovered that we can not only
change the lighting direction but we an actually change the reflectance characteristics of the
material itself. In other words,we can make images of the object as if it were let's say metal
or obsidian or glass,some other reflective,highly reflective material.

Quentin Cooper :  Ah,which might itself be of course much easier to spot a mark on than say
dull clay? It's a bit like a scratch on a car,you can notice it far more than a scratch on a piece
of wall?

Tom Malsbender : Well it is,frankly we got this method working first very late at night and it
was quite stunning what the results were like.You're right, you can see surface detail much
more clearly on a shiny reflective object than you can on something that's diffuse,like a clay
tablet.

Quentin Cooper : So this is a case of actually where the reproduction or the facsimile is even
better than the real.
You've got that level of detail but you can actually do things with it you couldn't possibly do
with the original clay tablet or whatever?


Tom Malsbender : We're finding that we can actually generate computer images - and again
these have interactive control of lighting direction on them,even when we change the
material properties - that are actually quite a bit better than if you hold original tablet in your
hand,what you can see there.
We've been working with a scholar named Walter Bodine at Yale,who's been studying a
piece for about six years now,a single cuneiform tablet,and the very first day we went out to
Yale,and photographed his tablet and applied this technique,he was able to read some
writing that had eluded him for...during ..you know,during that entire time.So it was really
quite exciting.

Quentin Cooper : Must be a bit of a mixed feeling for Walter though,isn't it? Whether or or he
thinks this is great,I can read it,or there goes six years of my life!!

Tom Malsbender : Yeah! That's right! That's right. By the way,for your radio viewers [They're
called "listeners" in the UK -LB] we do have a webpage out that has images and some
software that they can download to take a look at these things too.

Quentin Cooper : Okay,they'll be a link to it from our website.Normally I would disagree with
the term "radio viewers" ,but it seems quite appropriate under these particular circumstances!
So how painstaking is this process? I mean you said you'd managed to do stuff there that had
taken somebody else years and years to do.But can you actually kind of very rapidly make
whole tablets legible?

Tom Malsbender : Well at this point we built ourselves a plastic dome,basically,with fifty light
sources on the surface of it,and you know,we press one button on a laptop and it fires off all
those fifty lamps in sequence and we get fifty photographs back and so at the end of this
process,we simply have one object that we can vary lighting on then.
Quentin Cooper : And have you been able to correct previous misinterpretations,or to add to
the sum of human knowledge of these ancient texts?

Tom Malsbender : Frankly it's pretty early on.It's only been a few months since we started
with this technique frankly.

Quentin Cooper : We like to get in quick!

Tom Malsbender : There are no kind of major breakthroughs at this point but we've certainly
noticed ...reinterpreted quite a bit of writing that's occurred.

Quentin Cooper : Doug,anything from your end,where you've ...we can actually say we now
have a major new work that will be appearing on bookshelves?

Doug Shabrias : Well not any major new works,but we're sure hopeful that some will emerge
quickly.

Quentin Cooper : And any interesting insights from some of the things you have found?

Doug Shabrias : Well  I think the classicists are now just getting into the translation of a lot of
these documents and many of the previous translations are being corrected and updated as
we're finding new information,and I think our interest now is focusing  on other collections in
addition.There's some (indistinct) collection that has some of the Paulian(??) Epistles from
the 5th century,we have the Canterbury Tales is one that we're anxious to work on,so we're
doing a few of those.

Quentin Cooper :  I didn't know there were...are there missing bits of the Canterbury Tales?

Doug Shabrias : Well there are some ancient copies of those that are quite badly
damaged,that we're going to try to reread.

Quentin Cooper :  Oh the publishers will love it "The all new ..."...

Doug Shabrias : Canterbury Tales.

Quentin Cooper :  ...Okapi's Tale or whatever it might be. But isn't there any nervousness in
religious communities that perhaps you might find some Epistle from Paul that contradicts
standard Christian Theology?

Doug Shabrias : Perhaps,but we have not encountered that.There has been a great
openness to try and recover some of these ancient documents.

Quentin Cooper : Tom we've talked about the applications of this purely in terms of ancient
documents. Are there any that could be used more immediately in the 21st century?

Tom Malsbender : Yeah there certainly are lots of applications of it. On one of the tablets that
we photographed,we actually pulled out an ancient fingerprint that was written by the author
of the cuneiform tablet about 4000 years ago.So it's pretty obvious it has some applications
in forensics,and we're actually working with the San Francisco Police department and the FBI
and looking at indentations of objects of various kinds.

Quentin Cooper : Again I can see exactly what you mean in terms of the fingerprint for
instance.If it's on some difficult to read surface,it's a sort of soft surface of some kind and you
can make that surface seem much harder,then suddenly the fingerprint might be much easier
to detect?

Tom Malsbender : Yeah that's right. I think the other application that's interesting for the
SFPD,is often when people write ransom notes they write it on a tablet of paper and then the
underlying pieces of paper have indentations in them and we can use this method to
basically pull out the indentations in that paper,it works quite well.
I think also there are also applications that are unexplored at this point,in medicine in
particular. Particularly dermatology,I think we can track very subtle changes in skin lesions
and morphology over the course of time much better than what's being done today.

Quentin Cooper : So right,we started with NASA looking at planets to reading ancient papyri
and then we've gone from reading ancient clay tablets to tracing criminals,it's sort of an
element of going full circle!
Doug,also I think there's a NASA point here isn't there as well isn't there in that you said it
was from looking at planets,and one of the things these probes do is they always generate
huge amounts of information which then takes years to be looked at properly.Is that the stage
we're going to be at now?
People are going to be following in your footsteps for years to come? [Not really with error
correcting algorithms and checksums built into the data]

Doug Shabrias :  Well we hope that we can streamline this technology so it's very simple for
the average scholar to use,and that's our whole goal in this project is to make it easily
accessible to scholars.

Quentin Cooper : And is your big hope that one day you'll be able to go "Look at that ancient
work,I put that on the shelf"?

Doug Shabrias :  That's correct. We're really hoping to find some things that maybe we
haven't seen for a thousand or two thousand years.

Quentin Cooper : I can't think of a better finish.Dr Doug Shabrias and Tom Malsbender,here's
looking at Eu-clid,Aristotle and all the rest.
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